Why prescribe to Cost Plus Drugs?

Our online pharmacy sells commonly prescribed drugs at the lowest possible prices.

Backed by investor-entrepreneur Mark Cuban, Cost Plus Drugs is reducing the cost of prescription medications. We offer the most commonly prescribed drugs at low, transparent prices. We negotiate directly with manufacturers and pass along all savings to patients.

1. See which medications we offer

Go to [costplusdrugs.com/medications/](http://costplusdrugs.com/medications/) to see the drugs and pricing we currently offer. We're adding more products every week.

2. Send a new Rx to: “Mark Cuban Cost Plus Drug Co.”

We accept Rx’s electronically from your EMR. Rx MUST include your patient’s email address in order to be processed.

From your EMR

E-prescribe to 
Mark Cuban Cost Plus Drug Company
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“Everyone should have safe, affordable medicines with transparent prices.”

- Mark Cuban